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Universal Amendment to 
All Software License Agreements 

For 
Adobe Systems Incorporated 

Software Products 

This Universal Amendment to Software License Agreements for All Adobe Systems 
Incorporated Software License Agreements ("Amendment") is effective as of as of the date that 
it is fully executed ("Effective Date") and is between Adobe Systems Incorporated ("Adobe"), 
and the U.S. General Services Administration ("GSA"). In consideration of the mutual promises 
and covenants contained in this Amendment, the parties agree as follows: 

1. Applicability

a. This Amendment, agreed to by both parties, applies to GSA and any agency or
organization ("Ordering Activity) that places an order for an Adobe Software product under 
Contract No. GS-35F-0119Y (the "GSA Contract"). This Amendment, together with the applicable 
Software License Agreement or End User License Agreement for the applicable Adobe Software 
(each such license generally referred to herein as the "License Agreement"), governs the Ordering 
Activity's installation and use of such Adobe Software. This Amendment only applies to License 
Agreements for those Adobe Software products that Adobe expressly authorizes the GSA Contract 
holder to resell or distribute under the GSA Contract pursuant to a letter of supply between Adobe 
and such GSA Contract holder. Unless expressly stated to the contrary herein, all capitalized 
terms in this Amendment shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the applicable License 
Agreement for the applicable Adobe Software. 

b. Pursuant to Section 12.212 of the Federal Acquisition Regulations ("FAR"), 
Adobe and GSA agree that the modifications to the License Agreements are appropriate to 
ensure compliance with federal laws and to meet the U.S. Government's needs. Accordingly, the 
License Agreements is hereby modified by this Amendment as it pertains to use of Adobe's 
software by any Ordering Activity pursuant to a task order placed under the GSA Contract. 

c. This Amendment only applies to Ordering Activities of the U.S. Government 
(including agencies and departments from the Executive Branch, the Congress, or the Military) 
and independent federal agencies that are authorized to purchase IT Schedule 70 goods and 
services under the GSA Contract. This Amendment shall not apply to prime contractors, 
state/local government entities, or other entities authorized to make purchases under the GSA 
contract. In addition, this Amendment shall apply to the Ordering Activity itself, shall only 
apply to the installation and use of the Adobe Software for official government business only on 
behalf of the Ordering Activity, and shall not apply to any individual who utilizes the Adobe 
Software Products for his or her personal use or for a use. 

2. Precedence and Further Amendment: Any provisions restricting additions or 
modifications to the License Agreement are hereby deleted to the extent they would preclude this 
Amendment or any valid task orders placed under the GSA Contract. To the extent the License 
Agreement conflicts with this Amendment or any relevant task orders, the conflict should be 
resolved according to the following order of precedence: (1) Federal law, (2) the FAR, (3) this 
Amendment, (4) any other amendment that Adobe and the Ordering Activity may separately 
enter into to vary the terms of the License Agreement to accommodate unique license terms
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